Der Rick and Michael,

Subject: Tamil names and annotations

We considered all the options available for naming in Tamil fractions and symbols, and with the condition that Unicode character names cannot have any numbers like 2, 3, etc., TVA letters L2/13-161 & L2/14-210 are combined and the final list is given below.

Character names:
(1) கம்பங் – use CUVATU in 11FD2 as character name
(2) வாராகன் - use VARAAKAN in 11FDD as character name
(3) பாரந்து - use PAARAM in 11FDE as character name
(4) கோல் - use KAJAM in 11FDF as character name
(5) வாகியாரா – use VAKAIYARAA in 11FE9 as character name
(6) பட்டாகு - use PATHAKKU in 11FD6 as character name
(7) சிராண்டிவிக் - use CIRANJCIVI in 11FEA as character name

In Annotations:
(6) கூழி – use CUZI in 0BF3 annotation
(7) ருபுப்பாய் - use RUUPAAY in 0BF9 annotation
(8) சில்வானாம்/சில்லாராய் - use CILVAANAM/CILLARAI in 0BFD annotation
(9) பர்ரு – use PARRU in 0BF6 annotation
(10) முப்பது- use AAYTHAM in 0B83 annotation
(11) அகா – use AAKA in 0BFF annotation
(12) போகா - use POKA in 0BFE annotation
If you have any questions, please contact me at vasurenganathan@gmail.com or chair@infitt.org
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